Rear End Components

SO-CAL Speed Shop Rear Spring: This 9 leaf, 2 1/4" wide, reversed eye '40 Ford buggy rear spring is designed specifically for our SO-CAL Step-Boxed™ '32 Ford frames (though the combo can be used on most early hot rod chassis). It's narrowed 4" from stock for clearance in favor of most wheel and tire combinations with rear ends measuring 55" and wider "drum face to drum face." Exclusive to SO-CAL, the spring is offered in plain or show quality chrome finish.

(A) #001-63001C Rear spring chrome: $489.95 ea.
(B) #001-63001 Rear spring plain: $289.95 ea.

Model 'A' Rear Spring: This 8 leaf, 2 1/4" wide, stock or reversed eye buggy spring is designed specifically for our frames (though the combo can be used on most early hot rod chassis). It's narrowed 3" from stock for clearance in favor of most wheel and tire combinations with rear ends measuring 55" and wider "drum face to drum face." Exclusive to SO-CAL, the spring is offered in plain or show quality chrome finish.

(A) #001-63100C 'A' rear spring stock eyes, chrome: $489.95 ea.
(B) #001-63100RC 'A' rear spring reversed eyes, chrome: $489.95 ea.
(C) #001-63100 'A' rear spring stock eyes, plain: $289.95 ea
(D) #001-63100R 'A' rear spring reversed eyes, plain: $289.95 ea.

Steel Rear Shackles: These shackles are designed to work with our spring perches. Kits include urethane bushings and the shackles are available in cadmium or chromed finish.

(A) #001-60696B Chrome rear shackles: $59.95 pr.
(B) #001-60698 Plain front shackles: $39.95 pr.

GT2 Rear Spring Shackle Kit: The sculpted "dog bone" shackle design dates back to the early days of hot rodding. This beautifully polished investment cast assembly includes urethane bushings and stainless hardware.

#001-60667 Rear 2 1/4" spring shackles, polished: $89.00 pr.

GT2 Track/Panhard Bar Bracket: This universal S/S component is ideal for the mounting of track or panhard bars where welding of the bracket to the chassis is not feasible. The bolt-on design is engineered to accommodate a 1/2" helm joint and uses a 9/16"-18 bolt that fastens through the existing mounting surface and into the provided captured hex nut. The bracket is offered in a plain or polished finish.

(A) #001-63401 Track bar polished: $34.95 ea.
(B) #001-63402 Track bar plain: $29.00 ea.

Replacement Rear Shackle Bushings: These shackle bushings are made of black urethane, have a 1/2" ID and fit a 3/4" eye, 2 1/4" wide rear spring.

#001-60524 Rear shackle bushing 3/4" eye: $1.95 ea.

GT2 Rear Sway Bar Kit: This sway bar kit is designed for improved handling on '28-'34 Ford hot rods. The bar 7/8" dia. x 25½" long is splined on both ends providing infinite adjustment. The kit includes pillow block mounting brackets, vertical links, leverage arms, hardware and comes in a plain finish.

#001-62725 Rear sway bar, plain: $259.95 kit